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Abstract

The objective of the thesis is to investigate the efficiency of pension funds’
investment strategy in the Czech Republic and the adequacy of the current
level of real estate investments in their portfolios. We employ Markowitz
portfolio theory and construct the optimal market investment portfolio. The
optimal portfolio is then compared with the portfolio of Czech pension funds
and the loss arising from asset class misallocation is estimated. Besides, the
comparison of portfolio structures of all current pension funds in the Czech
Republic is done with the intention to detect whether they follow signifi-
cantly different investment strategies or not. The analysis is done on quar-
terly data over the period 2000 – 2011. In the last chapter of the thesis, other
sources of market inefficiency of the Czech pension funds are discussed.
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Abstrakt

Autor rigoróznı́ práce si klade za cı́l analyzovat efektivnost investičnı́ strate-
gie penzijnı́ch fondů v České Republice a prošetřit přiměřenost současné
mı́ry investic do nemovitostı́ v jejich investičnı́ch portfoliı́ch. S využitı́m
Markowitzovy teorie je sestaveno optimálnı́ investičnı́ portfolio pro český
trh. Porovnánı́m optimálnı́ho portfolia s portfoliem penzijnı́ch fondů je odhad-
nuta ztráta výnosnosti způsobená neefektivitou v investičnı́ struktuře. V
rigoróznı́ práci je též porovnán vývoj portfoliı́ všech penzijnı́ch fondů aktuálně
působı́cı́ch v České Republice se záměrem prozkoumat, zda se jejich in-
vestičnı́ strategie výrazně lišı́. Analýza je provedena na čtvrtletnı́ch datech
z obdobı́ mezi lety 2000 a 2011. V poslednı́ kapitole rigoróznı́ práce jsou
diskutovány dalšı́ možné přı́činy neefektivnosti českých penzijnı́ch fondů.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Previous work which has analyzed pension systems has pointed toward the
specificity of private pension funds in the Czech case. Czech investment
portfolios are very conservative compared to private pension funds in other
countries and their returns are very low and stable. What has been rarely
discussed in regard to Czech pension funds is the tiny share of real estate
investments in their portfolios. Czech pension funds invest, on average, in
real estate less than pension funds in the United Kingdom (UK) or the United
States (US), which are criticized for poor real estate investments. Economic
research concurs that real estate investments, although illiquid, have enough
favorable attributes beneficial for investors especially with long investment
horizon. Prices of real estate follow different cycles than prices of shares and
bonds and therefore their returns are considered to have little correlation.
Also from the risk-return perspective, real estate investments offer interest-
ing investment opportunity. Why is it that Czech funds, especially, do not
invest in real estate?

Recently, two master theses dealing with the topic of the Czech private pen-
sion system were written in the Institutes of Economic Studies at Charles
University. Hlaváč (2011) described the current system in detail and used
the Sharpe ratio to show that Czech pension funds achieve the poorest re-
sults among countries from the Central-Eastern-European region. Součková
(2011) estimated the potential impact of the future reform of the pension
system on the Czech real estate market. She found that if investments in pri-
vate pension funds become mandatory the consequent increase of demand
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in the real estate market could be remarkable. However, the total effect is
extremely sensitive to the proportion of real estate investments in funds’
portfolios. This parameter was exogenous in the model and it was expected
to be similar to levels observed in other countries in the region where invest-
ments in private pension funds became mandatory in previous years. This
thesis attempts to estimate what should be the optimal share of real estate
investments in portfolios of pension funds with respect to the current mar-
ket conditions. For this purpose we employ reasonable methods that have
been introduced in economic journals by economists who analyzed portfo-
lios of private pension funds in the UK and in the US. And our analysis goes
even further. We investigate whether there is enough heterogeneity in port-
folio strategies among Czech pension funds and we try to examine probable
causes of inefficiency in the Czech market.

The thesis consists of three chapters. In the first chapter, we describe the
characteristics of real estate investments and we also provide some evidence
related to the key characteristics of Czech pension funds. The second chap-
ter is focused on the detailed analysis of the portfolio management per-
formed by Czech pension funds. First, we demonstrate that changes in port-
folio structure between 2000 and 2011 were driven almost exclusively by ac-
tive redistribution investments and that the conservative portfolio was even
strengthened during the observed period by shifting to bonds from other
assets. Second, we show that the conservative trend in portfolio change is
followed by all pension funds and that there is no real choice of different
portfolio strategies for pension funds’ participants. Third, we estimate the
optimal portfolio structure for the chosen level of portfolio risk and conclude
that the asset class misallocation is given mainly by undervaluation of real
estate investments. Finally, the third chapter discusses the possible sources
of extreme investment conservatism. We argue that the current conservatism
is determined by the strict regulation of pension funds in the Czech Repub-
lic.



Chapter 2

Real estate investments and its

use in portfolios of pension funds

2.1 Real estate

The real estate is an important specific segment of investments in the global
financial market. Real estate assets are considered very illiquid because
of the low number of real estate transactions. There is not any organized
market focused on real estate direct trading, so finding buyer or seller may
be difficult. Real estate assets do not typically have enough close substi-
tutes in the market and information about their price is often difficult to ac-
cess. However, trading on insider information is possible and legal. Various
methods providing unequal results were introduced to estimate the pattern
of price trace in the aggregated real estate market (see Gyourko and Keim,
1993 or Giliberto, 1993). However, the literature investigating characteristics
of real estate usually offers the following arguments for real estate invest-
ments:

1. Real estate investments are useful because of their diversification po-
tential. Their returns are just a little dependent on returns of bonds
and shares. The price of properties, economic factors aside, depends
on some non-economic factors like population expansion or develop-
ment of technology dealing with information quality and accessibility.
It follows that by adding some real estate the diversification effect can
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eventually reduce the portfolio volatility without significant loose in
expected returns. Due to the problems with access to relevant informa-
tion about actual changes in real estate prices, this statement is difficult
to defend or refute empirically. Contrary to usual reasoning, Ennis and
Burik (1991) argue that it is plausible to expect correlation between re-
turns of real estate and other asset classes. Real estate as well as stock
and bond prices represent future cash flows and therefore they are in-
fluenced by changes in interest rates. They also offer another argument
to support the potential correlation. Price of real estate may be affected
by the performance of companies. The demand for real estate can in-
crease because of the excess earnings of shareholders.

2. Risk-return profile of real estate returns is remarkable. Ross and Zisler
(1991) show that volatility of real estate returns lies between the volatil-
ity of bonds and stocks. Compared to shares, real estate can achieve
quite similar returns with significantly lower volatility. We demon-
strate later in chapter 3 that this evidence is supported by historical
data from the Czech market too. This statement contradicts the com-
mon capital asset price model which postulates that higher returns can
be earned only with additional increase of risk.

3. Real estate investments hedge against inflation. Neither shares nor
bonds have such features. Prices of real estate are not quickly ad-
justable to the situation in the market. In contrast to shares, property
value is influenced by specific factors like long term written rental con-
tracts which impose more rigidity in the real estate market. It also fol-
lows that real estate prices are likely to be more predictable than other
market prices.

Chun, Sa-Aadu and Shilling (2004) examined these arguments with the in-
tention to find serious counter-arguments and explain the source of the un-
dervaluation of real estate in portfolios of institutional investors detected by
economists (for example Ennis and Burik, 1991). Actually, they failed to find
suitable explanation for it, instead realizing the situation to be even more
complicated. In their analysis of the US market they found the following
favorable real estate features:
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1. Unlike bonds and capital stocks, real estate investments pay off at the
time when consumption growth opportunities are low.

2. Real estate performs well in the asset-liability framework. The optimal
share of real estate in portfolios of institutional investors was estimated
to lie between 6 and 12% while the current investment share in real
estate was between 2 and 3% in 2004 in the US.

3. The chance of experiencing large losses over the long horizon is quite
small when investing in real estate.

Not surprisingly, larger real estate portfolios, on average, tend to be less
risky as showed by Byrne and Lee (2001). He (2002) went even further and
showed that the volatility of optimally constructed real estate portfolio rep-
resents a systematic risk in the market.

Pension funds seem to be appropriate candidates for real estate investments.
Their investment horizon is long so they can just buy and hold real estate
assets and gain returns with acceptable volatility.

2.2 Cross-country analysis limitations

Before analyzing pension funds’ investments it is necessary to mention some
complications which problematize, to some extent, cross-country analyses
of pension fund performance. Pension fund performance should be inter-
preted with regard to differences in pension systems. Savings in private
pension funds may be optional or mandatory. Pension systems are either
defined-benefits or defined-contributions which may impose crucial differ-
ences in pension funds’ investment strategy. Finally, differences in market
regulation can set completely different investment opportunities and affect
significantly the pension funds’ motivation.

Actually, only supranational organizations such as Organization for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD) or World Bank provide broad
cross-country research dealing with pension systems. A very detailed de-
scription of pension systems and market regulation in OECD countries has
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been carried out by Tapia (2008b). He found, for example, that national su-
pervisors may use different methodologies when measuring funds’ returns
or operating costs. Antolin (2008) named other limitations of data reported
by pension funds and regulators as problems of “lagged aggregate weights”,
“weighted average share values”, “clear portfolio composition separation
between different asset classes” and “survival bias”.

The problem of “lagged aggregate weights” arises when various weights
from the end of the period are used for the description of the aggregated
performance in the whole period. The issue of “weighted average share val-
ues” is related to the performance bias. This bias stems from using constant
weights to calculate returns. A serious problem for undertaking an invest-
ment performance comparison across pension funds in different countries
is the unclear portfolio separation among equivalently named asset classes.
The last found bias of pension funds data is “survival bias”, which arises
from the fact that the averages of portfolios are constructed only by funds
which survived until the end of the period. Funds which did not survive
during the examined period are excluded and therefore the aggregated per-
formance is shifted upwards.

2.3 Structure of pension funds

Data reported by the OECD suggests that bonds are the most important as-
set class in most countries and they account for approximately 50% of total
investments. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the structure of aggregated pension
funds’ portfolios in selected OECD countries sorted by the portion invested
in equities. Countries with the most conservative portfolios are included at
the bottom. The data does not allow the complete comparison of portfolio
structures because of the share of investments classified as “other”.1 Nev-
ertheless, it seems to be evident that not all OECD countries follow a con-
servative portfolio strategy. The United States, Finland, Australia and Chile
allocated more than 40% of total investments to equities in 2010. The data

1The ”other” category includes loans, land and buildings, unallocated insurance con-
tracts, private investment funds, other mutual funds (i.e. not invested in cash, bills and
bonds or shares) and other investments.
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also shows that portfolios of pension funds in the Czech Republic were very
conservative in 2010.

Figure 2.1: Pension funds’ asset allocation in selected OECD coun-
tries in 2010

Source: Pension Markets in Focus, OECD 2011

The comparison of the asset allocation in 2010 with the same evidence from
the previous year, OECD stated that shares of equity and bonds remained
relatively stable in most countries. Austrian, Finnish, Polish and Dutch pen-
sion funds even increased the share of equity from 2009 to 2010 by 6-7%
while investments in bonds decreased by a similar amount. Bonds also have
a dominant role in most non-OECD countries monitored by the OECD. On
average, 55% of total assets were invested in bonds in selected non-OECD
countries in 2010.2

The role of real estate investments is usually not discussed in OECD reports.
However, the OECD database includes data of real estate investments of
pension funds in some countries. Figure 2.2 shows the 10 year average share
of real estate investments in aggregated portfolios of pension funds in OECD

2Source: Pension Markets in Focus, OECD 2011
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countries with accessible data. Clearly, the share of real estate differs sig-
nificantly among countries. While funds in Switzerland, Finland, Ireland,
Portugal and Italy invested on average more than 8% in real estate, Austria,
Czech Republic, Israel, Hungary, Spain and Mexico invested less than 1% of
their assets in real estate. Czech pension funds invested in real estate most
1.07% in 2006. The overall simple average ranged between 3% and 5% in
that period.3

Figure 2.2: The share of real estate in pension funds’ portfolios
2001-2010 (10 year average)

Source: OECD, Pensions Indicators

The conservative orientation of the portfolio strategy could be a possible
reason for limited real estate investments in Czech pension funds. However,
there is still the possibility that slightly more real estate investments would
improve the performance of Czech pension funds without destabilizing the
current strategy. In the next chapter, we investigate the situation in the Czech
market in more detail and we also examine whether additional real estate
investments would be beneficial for pension funds or not.

3Data table is attached in appendix A.



Chapter 3

Czech private pension funds

modeling

3.1 Data description

We used the quarterly data of Czech private pension funds’ portfolio struc-
ture from the last quarter of 2000 to the last quarter of 2011 as reported by
The Association of Pension Funds of the Czech Republic. The massive con-
centration of pension funds’ assets can be observed in the last eleven years.
The total value of assets in pension funds increased from 41.7 to 246.4 bil.
CZK, which corresponds to the growth from 1.8% to 6.5% of GDP.4 The num-
ber of pension funds in the market decreased from 18 in 2000 to 9 in 2011.
This decrease in pension funds was mainly a result of increased market con-
centration due to the merging of funds. However, one fund, Thalia, became
bankrupt. To avoid the “survival bias”, we omit pension fund Thalia from
our analysis. All other pension funds are included in the aggregated market
portfolio.

8 out of 9 pension funds operated in 2011, although some, renamed or mod-
ified by multiple mergers, had been operating over the whole period. Only
Aegon pension fund emerged as a new subject in the market in the third

4Our calculations are based on data supplied by The Association of Pension Funds of
the Czech Republic and Czech Statistical Office. GDP in 2011 was calculated as the sum of
quarterly estimates.
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quarter of 2007. One can argue that we should remove this pension fund
from the dataset because of the possible bias of the market portfolio at the
end of the period. However, we decided to include this pension fund in our
sample for the following reasons. First, the scale of Aegon’s assets accounts
for only about 2% of the market assets between 2007 and 2011. Second, Ae-
gon’s portfolio structure and its changes are not significantly different from
the common trend in the Czech market. We provide some evidence for this
assertion later in this chapter where fixed effect model is applied.

For each pension fund, we organize data to create a portfolio structure com-
posed of five asset classes.

1. Bonds

2. Shares and Unit certificates

3. Cash and cash equivalents (CCE)

4. Real estate

5. Sundry

Although aggregated values of shares and unit certificates are reported sep-
arately today, they were, until 2006, reported as one asset class. Their risk-
return profile is expected to be very similar and the taxation of both is sus-
ceptible to the same principles.5 CCE are the most liquid assets in the market
and therefore they play an important role in portfolio management. Real es-
tate assets, since their share in the pension funds’ portfolios is regulated by
law in the Czech Republic, are clearly reported as a specific asset class. All
remaining assets in portfolio, sometimes also called “non-traded securities”,
are classified as sundry assets. This asset class does not play an important
role in the portfolio management or in our analysis. The share of sundry in
portfolio structures is usually quite stable and very small.

Unfortunately, Czech pension funds do not report the redistribution of as-
set class’ investments between local and foreign markets. The only infor-
mation available is the proportion of total foreign investments regardless of
their structure. Unlike research dealing with portfolios of pension funds in

5For simplicity, we call the asset class “shares and unit certificates” only “shares”.
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the US (Ennis and Burik, 1991) and in the UK (Blake et al., 1999) where the
structure of foreign investments is reported, we have to assume that foreign
investments have a similar return profile as those in the Czech market. Since
massive investments in foreign markets are not typical for Czech pension
funds, so it is unlikely that this simplification will cause seriously our anal-
ysis.6

The visualization of quarterly data in figure 3.1 demonstrates changes in ag-
gregated portfolio structure from 2000 to 2011.7 Bonds were clearly the most
important component of aggregated portfolios in each quarter. Conservative
portfolio management was even strengthened during the observed period as
shown by a shift to bonds from other assets. The share of bonds accounted
for 58% of the aggregated portfolio in 4/2000 and it had been increasing to
87% in 4/2011. The significance of the most liquid asset class declined from
29% to 8% over the sample period. Proportion of shares decreased dramat-
ically from 10% in 4/2000 to 3% in 4/2011. The importance of real estate
had been very low. Actually, the share of real estate was even lower than
the share of sundry in most quarters. The share of real estate and sundry in
overall portfolio did not exceed 1.02% and 3.35% respectively in any single
quarter.

Figure 3.1: Structure of aggregated Czech pension funds’ portfolio
(2000-2011)

Source: The Association of Pension Funds of the Czech Republic

6The share of foreign investments in aggregated portfolio ranged from 0.7% (Q1/2001)
to 13.8% (Q2/2007) with the average of 8.4%.

7Data is attached in appendix B.
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3.1.1 Returns approximation

In all models dealing with optimal asset allocation the cardinal issue arises
from the requirement of suitable market returns estimation. We utilize the
following benchmarks (below) to approximate the market returns of asset
classes as defined above.

1. Bonds: Czech Republic Government Bond 5-year note yield

2. Shares: Prague Stock Exchange (PX) index

3. CCE: Prague Inter-Bank Bid Rate (PRIBID) 7-day deposit rate

4. Real estate: RE index

Quarterly historical data for yields of 5-year Czech Republic Government
Bond and 7-day PRIBID are both published by Czech National Bank (CNB).
PX index is monitored daily by Prague Stock Exchange. RE index is calcu-
lated quarterly by Czech Statistical Office. Unfortunately, RE index is not
currently available for the last year. Thus, we approximate the RE index in
2011 by the index of flat prices.8

We use 5-year Czech Republic Government Bond as a benchmark for re-
turns of bonds. CNB publishes bonds annualized yield calculated from the
formula recommended by International Securities Market Association as:

P =
n

∑
i=1

(CFiVLi) (3.1)

Here P is gross price, i.e. clean price plus accrued interest, n is number of
future cash flows, CFi is ith cash flow, Li is time in years to the ith cash flow
and V is annualized discounting factor, i.e. 1

(1+y) , where y is the annualized
yield. Quarterly averages of annualized yields are simple arithmetic aver-
ages of annualized yields computed in each working day in the quarter. For
purposes of our analysis, quarterly returns are calculated as:

1 + yq =
4
√

1 + y (3.2)

8Index of price flats has been constructed by Czech Statistical Office since 2005, data are
also quarterly and the covariance between trends of both indices is 0,899 in the period from
2005 to 2010.
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In this instance index q stands for quarterly yield y.

In an article investigating the performance of British pension funds (Blake
et al., 1999), 7-day LIBID (London Inter-Bank Bid Rate) was used as an ap-
proximation for cash returns. We use 7-day PRIBID as a benchmark for CCE
returns in the Czech market. To be consistent with the calculation of quar-
terly yields of 5-year Czech Republic Government Bonds, we employed the
simple average method to get quarterly 7-day PRIBID from monthly aver-
ages reported by CNB. To compute quarterly yields, the same method as for
bonds is used.

PX index is the official index of Prague Stock Exchange.9 It includes all ma-
jor stocks traded in the Czech market. PX index is calculated daily. In our
analysis, we investigate the managers’ decisions on a quarterly basis. As
we expect both the holding of shares for the whole quarter and the reinvest-
ment of the income from shares in the same asset class, we therefore utilize
the continuous compounding method to calculate quarterly returns.

Real estate returns are usually subject to a substantive measurement prob-
lem. Therefore, below, we explain the construction of RE index in greater
detail. The source of data for the RE index constructed by Czech Statistical
Office are statements for property transfer tax, which have to be handed in
by sellers of properties to the financial office. The data has been collected
and monitored since February 1999.

The administrative source is a remarkable specificity of the data. Prices ad-
mitted by sellers probably suffer from systematic bias. The prices of the
property handed in to the financial office may be lower than true prices paid
despite the fact that the price should be named by the valuation authority
for tax purposes in case the admitted price is low. However, this bias is sys-
tematic and contaminates only the nominal price level of traded properties.
Since RE index is constructed as a relative price change in time, it does not
suffer from this bias.

9PX index was constructed in March 2006 and replaced previous indices PX 50 and PX-D.
The methodology used complies with the IFC (International Finance Corporation) method-
ology recommended for the creation of indices in emerging markets. The formed PX index
took over their historical values. Hence the data of PX index in last eleven years are contin-
uous and we can use them for our analysis without any additional adjustments.
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Significant advantages of the RE index is the amount of data included for
its construction. Data of all real estate transactions are sent monthly from
all regional financial offices in the country to the statistical office and they
therefore reflect the prices of transactions in the nationwide real estate mar-
ket. On this basis the Czech Statistical Office computes overall real estate
index for each quarter.

The data used for calculation of real estate index include only types of real
estate, for which there is enough sample size traded in the market such
as family houses, flats, cottages, garden huts, garages, non-dwelling areas,
halls, construction plots, agricultural land, forest land, forest stands etc. Each
property included must not be an outlier in sense that it has to be describ-
able by various combinations of explaining factors. The real problem of the
real estate returns measurement therefore arises from the insufficient size
of Czech real estate market. Occasionally traded big commerce buildings,
which could be also a target group of institutional investors such as pension
funds, are not included in the index calculation.

3.1.2 Historical returns of assets

Risk return profile of all four asset classes measured by means of quarterly
returns from 2000 to 2011 and their standard deviations are summarized in
table 3.1. The most stable returns were generated by bonds. Their stan-
dard deviation of quarterly returns was only 0.23%. The average return was
equal to 0.86%. Similarly, the high stability of low returns was a property
of most liquid asset class. The average of CCE returns was only 0.58% with
standard deviation 0.31%. These two asset classes are highly correlated, the
corresponding coefficient is equal to 0.85.

Unsurprisingly, the other two asset classes have quite different risk-return
profile from bonds and CCE. Typical characteristics of both shares and real
estate are generally high risk and high return. Our data provides us suf-
ficient evidence to support this assertion. Investments in both risky asset
classes generated much higher returns over the last eleven years than both
bonds and CCE. This data also highlights another interesting finding. While
means of quarterly returns of shares and real estate were very similar, at
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1.36% and 1.46% respectively, standard deviation of real estate 2.24% was
much lower than standard deviation of shares equals 12.63%.

As mentioned, correlation between returns of bonds and CCE was high. Real
estate returns were more correlated with CCE than with bonds. The corre-
lation coefficient between real estate returns and bond returns was only 0.37
and returns of shares were even negatively correlated with bond returns.
The correlation coefficient -0.16 suggests the potential importance of bonds
in the portfolio from the perspective of portfolio risk diversification. Inclu-
sion of real estate as the second lowest correlated asset with bond returns
could also diversify the portfolio. We will investigate these potential diver-
sification effects by constructing an optimal portfolio through Markowitz’s
theory later in the thesis.

Table 3.1: Correlations, means and standard deviation of quarterly
returns

Asset class Correlation coefficients Mean Standard deviationBonds CCE Shares Real Estate
Bonds 1.00000 0.84997 -0.15683 0.37852 0.86% 0.23%
CCE 1.00000 -0.18278 0.65161 0.58% 0.31%
Shares 1.00000 -0.00402 1.46% 12.63%
Real Estate 1.00000 1.36% 2.24%

The key performance characteristics of the two most risky asset classes also
differ over time. From figure 3.2 we can see that excepting 4/2003, real es-
tate provided unstable but strictly positive returns from 1/2001 to 3/2008.
After this, returns became mostly negative with minimum -3.99% in 2/2009.
Unlike real estate, returns of shares were very unstable and dropped below
zero at least in one quarter in each year except 2003 and 2005. Quarterly
return fell even below -20% four times in total during the observed period.

The performance of shares worsened dramatically with the financial crisis
from 3/2007. Real estate returns reflected the crisis by slowly decreasing
from around one year later. We split the period into the one before crisis
1/2001-2/2007 and the second one 3/2007-4/2011, when the crisis already
affected the finance market performance. Means of shares quarterly returns
in these periods were 5.22% and -3.96% with standard deviations 9.7% and
-3.96%. Average return of real estate decreased in the same time from 2.29%
to 0.02% and corresponding standard deviations enlarged from 1.8% to 2.1%.
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Figure 3.2: Quarterly returns (2001-2011)

3.2 Dynamics of asset allocation in aggregated

portfolio structure

As we mentioned in the previous section, the portfolio structure of Czech
pension funds was not stable over the sample period. The deepening of
prudent portfolio management strategy over the sample period seems to re-
flect the market performance. Without further analysis, we are not able to
conclude to what extent those changes were driven by decisions of portfolio
managers to shift some of the assets to less risky assets. Changes in portfolio
weights were partially determined by variation of market returns. We inves-
tigate the origin of these changes more precisely here. As an analytical tool
we use the model derived originally for analyzing pension funds in the UK
(Blake et al., 1999).

3.2.1 Portfolio management strategy decomposition

We have already described changes in aggregated portfolio structure over
the sample period. Those changes are not necessarily driven solely by in-
tentional asset management. The second and possibly significant source of
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portfolio weight changes is the relative increase or decrease of revenues of
particular asset classes. Therefore it is important to distinguish between ac-
tive portfolio management, i.e. changes in portfolio structures as a result of
ex ante decisions of portfolio managers and passive portfolio management,
i.e. changes coming from a “buy and hold” strategy, when benefits or loses
causing changes in the portfolio structure are actually just outcomes turned
out ex post. The question we would like to answer by the model constructed
here is the significance of both of these strategies on changes in portfolio
structure in the last eleven years. For asset allocation dynamics modeling
we use the following aggregate portfolio decomposition proposed by Blake
et al. (1999), slightly adjusted to our data set structure.

Let Wiq be an aggregated value of asset class i at the end of the quarter q held
by all pension funds in the sample, and let Wi be the total holding of all asset
classes. Then these weights must satisfy the accounting identity

Wiq = Wiq−1(1 + riq + NCFiq) (3.3)

where riq is the rate of return of the asset class i over the quarter q and NCFiq

is the rate of net cash flow into the asset class i over the quarter q. Moreover,
let ωiq denote the portfolio weight of asset class i defined as

ωiq =
Wiq

Wq
=

Wiq−1
Wq−1

(
Wiq

Wiq−1
)

Wq
Wq−1

= ωiq−1

Wiq
Wiq−1

Wq
Wq−1

(3.4)

ωiq

ωiq−1
=

1 + riq + NCFiq

1 + ∑M
k=1 ωkq(rkq + NCFkq)

(3.5)

where M is a number of all asset classes in the portfolio. Taking log-differences,
it follows that

M log(ωiq) = log(1 + riq + NCFiq)− log(1 +
M

∑
k=1

ωkq(rkq + NCFkq)) (3.6)

and so for both riq + NCFiq and ∑M
k=1 ωkq(rkq + NCFkq) close to zero, equa-

tion (3.6) can be approximated as

M log(ωiq) ≈ (riq − rpq) + (NCFiq − NCFpq) (3.7)
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where rpq is the value-weighted total return of the portfolio and NCFiq is
the value-weighted net cash flow into the total portfolio during quarter q.
Derived decomposition of relative changes in portfolio weights (3.7) can be
extended by appropriate variance decomposition

varbM log(ωiq)c ≈ var(riq − rpq) + var(NCFiq − NCFpq)

+2cov(riq − rpq, NCFiq − NCFpq) (3.8)

Equality represented by equation (3.7) enables us to quantify the effect of
two key factors on changes in portfolio structure. The first component (riq−
rpq) stands for changes in portfolio caused by differential returns across as-
set classes. The change is positive when the return of asset class i in quarter
q is higher than the weighted return of the overall portfolio and negative
otherwise. Shifts in the portfolio structure caused by this component are un-
derstood as outcomes of the passive management (buy and hold strategy).
Besides, this strategy is associated with reinvestment of return in the asset
category where it was generated. The second component (NCFiq − NCFpq)

reflects net shifts across asset classes resulting from active portfolio rebal-
ancing. The positive value represents shifting funds in the portfolio from
other asset classes to asset class i in quarter q or disproportional distribution
of new assets towards asset class i. The expansion of Czech pension funds
in the last eleven years does not affect this component unless it is dispro-
portional. In our analysis, we consider any cash flow redirection as active
portfolio management though shifting to long term bonds could be in eco-
nomic literature sometimes viewed as a passive management strategy.

3.2.2 Results

Sample means of (M log(ωiq)) computed from our data and both their com-
ponents are presented in the first panel of table 3.2. The results highlight
the significant role of active portfolio management over the sample period.
Cash flow redirection accounts for portfolio changes much more than differ-
ences in returns of particular asset classes in the aggregated portfolio. The
only asset class with positive mean of net cash flow is bonds. Out of 0.90% of
positive mean percentage change in aggregated portfolio weight, the whole
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0.89% was caused by net cash inflow and only 0.01% came from positive
net mean return. The impact of active management on the other three asset
classes was also significant but in the opposite direction. Mean percentage
changes in portfolio weights caused by net cash flow differentials were neg-
ative.

Mean percentage changes in portfolio weight arising from differential re-
turns was negative only for CCE. Thus this is the only asset class with mean
relative return lower than the mean of the total portfolio. The mean of
bonds returns differentials equals 0.01% and almost matches the trend of the
aggregated portfolio. Return differentials accounted positively to portfolio
weights of shares and real estate.

The evidence shows that the impact both factors is in favor of increasing the
share of bonds in aggregated portfolio on one side and decreasing the port-
folio weight of CCE on the other side. Negative mean percentage change in
the portfolio weight of shares and real estate was caused entirely by signifi-
cant intentional cash outflow, while returns of these asset classes contributed
to positive change of the overall portfolio weight.

The second panel of table 3.2 summarizes percentage decomposition of quar-
terly variance in aggregated portfolio weights between variation of return
differentials, variation of net cash flow differentials and the covariance be-
tween them. Required equality is expressed as equation 3.8 above. Results
show that variance of net cash flow differentials largely account for variance
in portfolio weights of each asset class. Variance of differential returns seems
to explain much less variation in the quarterly asset allocation. Return dif-
ferentials appear to be important only as a significant explanatory factor of
variances in shares’ portfolio weights.

Table 3.2: Identification of the sources of changes to aggregate
portfolio weights across asset classes

Bonds CCE Shares Real Estate
Mean percentage change in portfolio weight 0.90% -2.93% -2.80% -0.32%
- due to different returns (passive) 0.01% -0.27% 0.61% 0.51%
- due to net cash flow differentials (active) 0.89% -2.66% -3.41% -0.83%

Percentage of quarterly variance in portfolio weights
- due to variance of differential returns 6.13% 0.36% 90.10% 1.75%
- due to variance of net cash flow differentials 87.87% 102.30% 90.57% 102.89%
- due to covariance between these two factors 6.00% -2.65% -80.68% -4.64%
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3.3 Individual pension funds’ asset allocation

So far, we have analyzed the aggregated portfolio composed of all pension
funds operating in the Czech Republic. In this section, we try to answer
the question whether portfolio managers in Czech private pension funds
followed a similar strategy or whether at least some pension funds offer dif-
ferent investment opportunities to their participants.

As mentioned earlier, the number of pension funds in the Czech Republic
declined from 18 to 9 from 2000 to 2011. In the following analysis, we are
interested only in the performance of 9 pension funds registered at the end
of the period. 8 of them have been operating continuously in the market for
the last 11 years. The last one, Aegon pension fund, appeared in the market
in the third quarter of 2007.

3.3.1 Fixed effect model construction

We introduce the fixed effect model proposed by Blake et al. (1999) to ana-
lyze cross sectional aspects of the asset allocation. Consider the fund specific
version of equation (3.7):

M log(ω f iq) ≈ (r f iq − r f pq) + (NCFf iq − NCFf pq) (3.9)

where the index f stands for specific pension fund. Then subtracting equa-
tion (3.7) from (3.9) we get

M log(ω f iq)− M log(ωiq) ≈ [(r f iq − r f pq)− (riq − rpq)]

+[(NCFf iq − NCFf pq)− (NCFiq − NCFpq)] ≡ Ψf iq (3.10)

The term Ψf iq represents the fund-specific relative change in ωiq. Equation
(3.10) can be further rewritten as

M log(ω f iq) =M log(ωiq) + Ψf iq (3.11)

This decomposition enables us to measure the extent of the fund-specific
changes in portfolio structure. The relative changes in weight in the portfo-
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lio of the particular fund M log(ω f iq) are comprised of the change in weight
common across fundsM log(ωiq) and the fund-specific relative change Ψf iq.10

The classical fixed effect model presumes two features of data. First, the
fixed effect is time invariant. In our case, the correlation between both com-
ponents M log(ωiq) and Ψf iq should be zero. However, Green (2002) found,
that this assumption is usually relaxed in research done with economic data,
which is likely to be time variant as in our case. Second, zero cross-sectional
correlation is postulated. Following an aim similar to Blake et al (1999), who
investigated UK pension funds, we state that such a requirement does not
need to be a feature of our data. We consider the decomposition (3.11) to be
a useful baseline for our analysis.

3.3.2 Correlations of individual weight changes with the com-

mon trend

Correlations between common trends in portfolio weight changesM log(ωiq)

and the fund-specific relative change Ψf iq are presented in Table 3.3. Only
four pension funds invested in real estate. Construction of the “common
trend” and the investigation of the consequent correlation for this asset class
is not very useful. The other three asset classes are included in the portfolios
of all pension funds in the sample. Large positive correlations are attributed
to the Aegon pension fund. The specific contribution of this small pension
fund to changes in portfolio weights of bonds and CCE in last four years
seemed to strengthen the common trend. Far from zero is also the correla-
tion between the common trend in portfolio weight changes of bonds and
the fund-specific component of the relative change of Generali PF, which is
also very small with assets accounting for only 1% of the overall portfolio.
Correlation coefficients are more frequently close to zero, especially for large
pension funds.

This correlation analysis with similar results was done by Blake et al (1999),

10When computing M log(ω f iq), we had to omit values in cases where the weight of
some asset dropped to zero. The model by its construction does not allow such changes
in portfolio weights. However, since this happened only in a few cases in our sample,
corresponding slight modification of data does not affect significantly computed means and
correlations computed.
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Table 3.3: Correlations between the fund-specific relative changes
in portfolio weights and the common trend

Pension Fund Bonds CCE Shares Real Estate Market share*
Aegon PF 0.64 0.58 -0.03 2%
Allianz PF -0.12 -0.12 -0.20 5%
AXA PF 0.16 -0.08 0.34 0.77 14%
ČSOB PF Satbilita 0.21 -0.14 -0.37 13%
Generali PF -0.59 -0.24 0.00 -0.90 1%
ING PF 0.29 0.18 -0.25 11%
PF České pojišťovny 0.04 0.06 0.26 24%
PF České spořitelny 0.02 0.05 -0.06 -0.89 16%
PF Komerčnı́ banky -0.09 -0.03 0.06 -0.91 13%

*Market share of the pension fund in 4Q/2011

who analyzed information from more than 300 UK pension funds. Unlike
the UK case, our data includes only 9 pension funds. There is a question,
whether pension funds in the Czech Republic offer different management
strategies in such a concentrated market.

3.3.3 Examination of diversity in portfolio strategies

Mean percentage changes in portfolio weight of all investigated pension
funds M log(ω f iq) are presented in table 3.4. Fund-specific relative changes
in portfolio weights Ψf iq are by construction equal to the difference of M

log(ω f iq) and aggregated portfolio changes M log(ωiq) presented in the last
line of the table. Different mean changes of pension funds suggest possi-
ble differences in portfolio management across pension funds. Means of
weight changes vary more or less from the aggregated changes and from
each other. Aegon PF has negative mean change of bonds, Generali PF has
positive mean change of CCE and Axa PF seems to perform differently from
all others by investing in risky assets. Other pension funds are subjected to
negative mean relative changes of all assets except bonds.

However, it is difficult to draw conclusions about the differences in speed
of portfolio changes because we measure asset weight changes relative to
the share of asset classes in the portfolio. In fact, the significant information
observable from table 3.4 is the positive or negative sign of mean changes
related to the increasing or decreasing trend of portfolio weights. To be
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able to conclude whether there were significant differences between the per-
formed management strategies of Czech pension funds in the last eleven
years, we must combine our obtained information concerning relative port-
folio changes with the portfolio structures.

Table 3.4: Mean percentage changes in fund portfolio weights

Bonds CCE Shares Real Estate
Aegon PF -0.22% 6.43% -10.57%
Allianz PF 1.00% -5.87% -17.13%
AXA PF 0.25% -3.30% 1.52% 11.71%
ČSOB PF Satbilita 1.56% -7.46% -5.85%
Generali PF 0.12% 0.70% -3.18% -2.68%
ING PF 0.88% -2.56% -2.54%
PF České pojišťovny 1.03% -4.57% -3.40%
PF České spořitelny 1.47% -2.38% -2.08% -4.61%
PF Komerčnı́ banky 1.52% -2.38% -0.72% -5.43%
Market portfolio 0.90% -2.93% -2.80% -0.32%

We have already shown that quarterly fund-specific relative changes in port-
folio weights Ψf iq are independent from common trend for most funds. How-
ever, there is still not sufficient evidence to conclude that pension funds of-
fer their participants different portfolio strategies. Differences in portfolio
changes across funds may arise out of different initial portfolio structures.
Higher or lower specific changes in portfolio weights could be determined
exclusively by different starting points and portfolios still could converge to
the common trend at different rates. To draw conclusions about the conver-
gence or divergence of Czech pension funds and the common trend in the
market, we investigate the conditionality of fund-specific trends given by
differences in initial fund-specific portfolio structures.

We computed means of fund-specific relative changes in portfolio weights
Ψf iq and also differences of initial fund-specific portfolio weights from the
aggregated weight for each asset of each fund in the fourth quarter of 2000
and plotted these two variables.11 Then we plotted the means of Ψf iq on the
vertical axis and the differences of initial portfolio weights from the initial
means on the horizontal axis in figure 3.3 and figure 3.4. Both figures show
the same set of points where each point stands for the weight of one particu-
lar asset class of one particular pension fund. Asset classes are structured by

11In the case of Aegon PF, the difference references 3Q/2007.
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pension funds in figure 3.3, while they are sorted by the type of asset class
in figure 3.4. Hence these two categories belonging to each point are easily
detected.

Figure 3.3: Convergence plot (fund structured)

In the first quadrant, there are asset classes whose weights were higher in
fund portfolios in 4Q/2000 than the in the aggregated portfolio and whose
share in funds portfolios increased more than the market portfolio on aver-
age, i.e. they diverged. Asset classes in the second quadrant were under-
weighted in 4Q/2000, however their weights increased more than the corre-
sponding weights in the aggregated portfolio on average. The fourth quad-
rant contains assets with the characteristics opposing the characteristics of
second quadrant assets. All asset classes in the second and fourth quadrant
converge either from above or below to the aggregated portfolio weights.
Third quadrant represents asset classes underweighted in the initial portfo-
lios whose weights were weakened more than the benchmark, hence they
clearly diverge from the common trend.

The proposed interpretation fits well for description of divergence from the
common trend. However, the term convergence is not necessarily suitable
enough. An asset class underweighted (overweighted) at the beginning
which had been strengthening (weakening) in the next eleven years towards
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Figure 3.4: Convergence plot (asset class structured)

the trend strongly enough, could have crossed the average weight in a par-
ticular time and then started moving away from the trend. The term conver-
gence is understood as the convergence of asset class’s share that had started
in 4Q/2000 and lasted to the end of the observed period or shorter. Portfolios
composed of assets indicating convergence do not show different portfolio
strategy in the last eleven years, which is clearly attribute of portfolios com-
posed by diverging assets’ weights. We introduce such benchmark to detect
pension funds, which clearly follow strictly different portfolio management
from the average and their strategy has been significantly invariable over
last eleven years.

Our sample contains 31 observations.12 9 asset classes are plotted in quad-
rants denoting divergence and remaining 22 indicate convergence pattern.
In the minority of diverging samples, only one represents bonds and in-
dicates stronger increase of the share of this asset class on average in the

12 Out of 9 pension funds in the sample, four had the full portfolio composed of four asset
classes for at least some quarters, five remaining pension funds did not have real estate in
their portfolios in any single quarter.
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portfolio. Only four pension funds have real estate in their portfolios. One
of them diverges downwards. Remaining divergences in shares and CCE
follow both directions from the trend depending on specific pension funds.

Table 3.5 shows pension funds and divergence indicators of asset classes in
their portfolios. Changes in portfolios of three pension funds (Aegon PF,
ČSOB PF Stabilita and PF České pojišťovny) with respect to initial portfo-
lio structures indicate no divergence in any single asset class. They also do
not invest in real estate at all. Pension funds Allianz and Axa reduced the
portion of CCE on average more than the decrease of CCE common in the
market. While Axa PF spread the gained assets between other asset classes
following the trend, Allianz PF even strengthened the common tendency of
prudent strategy and increased the portion of already overweighted bonds.
Generalli PF also followed low-risk strategy and lowered shares of under-
weighted risky assets on average more than the decrease common across all
funds. ING PF and PF České spořitelny are only two pension funds which
weights of shares suggest divergence upwards. Finally, data of PF Komerčnı́
banky show tendency to invest more in short term money instruments.

Table 3.5: Divergence indicators

Pension fund Bonds CCE Shares RE
Aegon PF conv conv conv
Allianz PF div (up) div (down) conv
AXA PF conv div (down) conv conv
ČSOB PF Satbilita conv conv conv
Generali PF conv conv div (down) div (down)
ING PF conv conv div (up)
PF České pojišťovny conv conv conv
PF České spořitelny conv div (up) div (up) conv
PF Komerčnı́ banky conv div (up) conv conv

It is worth to mention that the detected divergence from the trend itself is not
sufficient evidence to decide whether strategic asset allocation of pension
funds differs significantly because the divergence attribute still allows the
asset class to follow the same direction of change in portfolio weights with
changes of the market portfolio. Divergence only states that the weight of
the asset moves away from the corresponding asset weight in the aggregated
portfolio on average.
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3.3.4 Results

Although it is challenging to make reliable statements about different or in-
different portfolio management strategies of pension funds, we believe that
the combination of evidence demonstrated in tables 3.4 and 3.5 provides
helpful indicators for few clear statements.

First, the evidence shows, that real estate is rarely used as an asset by Czech
pension funds. Three out of four pension funds which included real estate
in their portfolios in the past had negative mean weight change of this as-
set class. On the contrary, AXA PF started to invest in real estate and had
positive mean weight change in the observed period. The mean of weight
change of shares decreased on average in portfolios of all pension funds ex-
cept AXA PF. Investments in this asset class were the second lowest across
all pension funds in the fourth quarter of 2000. It is therefore not adequate
to say that the shift of this pension fund to risky assets represent clearly dif-
ferent portfolio management principles.

None of pension funds resisted the market trend of massive investments in
bonds. The most popular asset class during the eleven years has became
even more important in portfolios of all pension funds operating from 2000
to 2011 in the Czech market. Aegon PF, which appeared in the market in the
third quarter of 2007, had negative mean percentage change in fund portfo-
lio weight, but its initial portfolio in the first period was already composed of
84% of bonds and therefore this pension fund cannot be considered as excep-
tion from the rule. Huge investments in bonds absorbed the initial popular-
ity of short term money instruments. The role of CCE weakened rapidly in
all funds except Generali PF, which preferred investments in bonds instead
of CCE holdings for the whole period.

3.4 Optimal portfolio construction

Using historical data we investigated the performance of Czech private pen-
sion funds. We would also like to see to what extend the structure chosen by
portfolio managers match the efficient market portfolio. First attempts deal-
ing with the issue of efficiency measurement were done by Hlaváč (2011)
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who used aggregated data of Czech private pension funds and calculated
the Sharpe ratio. He concluded that Czech private pension system provides
very poor results. Czech private pension funds achieved the lowest returns
relative to the risk among six countries from the Central-Eastern-European
region included in the study. We go more into details of the Markowitz port-
folio theory focusing on portfolio structure chosen by Czech pension funds
managers. We compare the actual structure with the efficient portfolio struc-
ture suggested by this famous theoretical framework. The concept of effi-
cient frontier is employed.

3.4.1 Efficient frontier

Efficient frontier is a set of portfolios that offers highest expected return for
given level of risk among all possible portfolios. These portfolios plotted in
a risk-return space form a positively sloped curve bounded at the bottom by
global minimum variance portfolio. All portfolios on the efficient frontier
provide best risk-return combinations that could be constructed from assets
included in the portfolio.

Figure 3.5: Efficient frontier

Standard deviation of portfolio returns is generally accepted measure of risk.
Expected portfolio return is computed as a weighted expected return of all
assets in the portfolio. Let Ω be a vector of portfolio weights of all assets
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included in the portfolio p and let µ be a vector of expected returns of these
assets. Expected return of the portfolio E(rp) and variance of portfolio re-
turns var(rp) are equal given by formulas

E(rp) = µTΩ (3.12)

var(rp) = ΩTΣΩ (3.13)

where Σ is a covariance matrix for returns of assets in the portfolio p. Stan-
dard deviation of portfolio returns is derived as square root of var(rp). For 1
being a unity vector, following condition expresses the fact, that the sum of
portfolio asset weights is equal to one in matrix notation.

1TΩ = 1 (3.14)

The parametrical approach of the optimal portfolio selection can be formu-
lated as minimizing (3.13) for given (3.12) subject to (3.14). The solution
feasibility is proved by the Lagrange multiplier theorem.

We follow the common practice of using standard deviations of historical
returns as a measure of risk. This ex post assessment is understood as a
good proxy of returns uncertainty. With regard to huge market erosion in
the second half of investigated period, it is reasonable to raise a question
whether variation of returns followed the similar pattern for the whole pe-
riod. Therefore we examined test for homoscedasticity of real estate and
shares quarterly returns. We tested the null hypothesis of variances being
the same in the period before crisis 1/2001-2/2007 and in the second period
3/2007-4/2011. On 5% value of significance we concluded that variations of
neither real estate returns nor returns of shares differed significantly in first
and second period.13

Before figuring out the efficient frontier, we need to determine the appropri-
ate benchmark for asset expected returns. There are two possible methods.
First one is to use the mean historical returns, which is typically done in
the literature dealing with portfolio issues. Another possible way was pre-
sented by Ennis and Burik (1991). When solving the problem of optimal

13Test statistic and other calculations are attached in Appendix C.
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asset allocation of pension funds in US, they derived expected returns from
capital asset pricing model (CAPM). They used indexes of asset classes and
aggregated pension portfolio return to work out betas. They tied the beta
of stocks with the average return of stock index and then they computed ex-
pected returns of remaining asset classes expecting the linear proportionality
of expected risk premium with the beta coefficient.

Unlike the article investigating US pension funds, we detected huge gap
in standard deviations of historical returns between shares and other asset
classes (see table 3.1) and therefore CAPM attributes excessive expected re-
turn to assets rather than to real estate and bonds. This fact is supported by
the evidence that variation of shares returns accounts for 89% of variation in
value-weighted return of the aggregated portfolio. For that reason, we use
mean historical returns as a benchmark of expected returns.

Thus, historical indicators determine risk-return characteristic of four asset
classes in our model. Mean returns, standard deviations and correlations
have been already discussed in section 3.1.2.

3.4.2 Optimal portfolio in the Czech market

Figure 3.6 presents the efficient frontier constructed from data of quarterly
returns of bonds, CCE, shares and real estate, which have been reported in
table 3.1. CCE have clearly lowest returns and their standard deviation is
higher than the standard deviation of bonds returns. Returns of CCE and
bonds are highly correlated, therefore CCE is likely the least attractive asset
class in the portfolio. Visualization of other three asset classes in the risk-
return space shows clear trade-off between risk and return. Efficient frontier
leads slightly above the three points marking bonds, real estate and shares.
The minimum variance portfolio consists of bonds from 99.7% and shares
from 0.3%. Compared to real estate, shares bring relatively high risk to the
portfolio regarding low increase in marginal expected return.

It may be worth to mention that annual expected portfolio returns are equal
to the expected quarterly return multiplied by four. This comes from the
construction of shares returns and real estate returns we used. The same
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Figure 3.6: Efficient frontier in the Czech market

equivalence is a very close approximation of the proper computation of an-
nual returns of bonds and CCE.

The optimal composition of portfolios on the efficient frontier is illustrated
in figure 3.7. On the horizontal axis, there is an expected quarterly return
of each portfolio with corresponding standard deviation. We plot portfolios
from the whole range of attainable returns in 5% intervals plus three specific
efficient portfolios including one asset class only.

As could be expected given the characteristics of asset classes, CCE is not in-
cluded in any portfolio from the whole range. With the increasing expected
return proportions of real estate and shares in the optimal portfolio increase.
The first visualized portfolio with expected return only 0.03% higher than
the global minimum is composed of bonds from 92.79%, of real estate from
6.57% and of shares from 0.64%. Similarly, the great amount of real estate
and very little amount of shares is added to the portfolio instead of bonds
to gain higher expected returns. Standard deviation of returns increases al-
most linearly with the increase in expected returns. With additional 0.05%
of expected return, the standard deviation rises approximately by 0.2%.

This pattern holds up to the point, where the portfolio is constructed almost
exclusively by real estate and offers the quarterly return of 1.35%. Since that
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Figure 3.7: Asset allocation in efficient portfolios

point further, additional increase of expected return can be attained only by
adding more shares in the portfolio and the corresponding risk of portfo-
lios increases a lot. The rise of approximately 2.5% in standard deviation is
required to increase the expected return by 0.05%.

Construction of efficient portfolios shows clearly, that real estate should be
more used in conservative portfolios than shares. Although the portion of
shares in low-risk portfolios is not zero, probably because of the negative
correlation between the returns of shares and returns of bonds, they are
weakly included compared to real estate. On the other hand, shares become
very attractive in risky portfolios. This is not the case for Czech private pen-
sion funds that typically invested around 60-90% of their assets in bonds in
last eleven years. If we subtract the amount of assets invested in CCE for
liquidity purposes, which was in the last two years typically less than 10%
and few per cent of shares, the remaining amount should be invested in real
estate.
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3.5 Cost of assets misallocation

Returns of pension funds are naturally lower than returns predicted by ef-
ficient portfolio models. There are more possible sources of this difference.
The total inefficiency is somehow spread between the inefficiency given by
the inadequate composition of portfolio structure, differences in returns from
particular asset classes because of the unique security selection and other
sources of inefficiency. These factors of portfolio performance are often sub-
ject of investigation.

3.5.1 Model construction

Brinston et al. (1986 and 1991) developed a framework to evaluate these
portfolio performance determinants. They proposed the decomposition method
to distinguish between profit arising from particular security selection, mar-
ket timing and the long term investment policy. Unfortunately, we do not
have data describing the composition of pension funds returns concerning
the link between the shares of total return with investments in particular
asset classes and therefore, we are not able to evaluate net extra gains or
losses arising from specific allocation within asset classes. Also the proposed
benchmark of long term strategy computed as a potential return from aver-
aged portfolio structure is not suitable for modeling pension funds in the
Czech market where there is a clear pattern of shift towards bonds in the
long term.

Instead of estimating the success of particular portfolio managers coming
from the deviation of actual portfolio from the long term mean, we estimate
the annual loss arising from the asset classes’ misallocation in each year of
the sample period.14 The misallocation is understood as a deviation of the
actual portfolio from the optimal portfolio suggested by the portfolio theory.
The optimal portfolio is always determined by the level of risk chosen or
vice versa by the share of risk-free investment. In the case of pension funds’

14Our return analysis is strictly limited by the fact, that returns of pension funds are re-
ported annually. Hence, we cannot construct a model on a quarterly basis as when modeling
changes in portfolio structures. Data of returns of Czech pension funds used are reported
by The Association of Pension Funds of the Czech Republic.
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portfolios, fixed-income assets bonds and CCE could be considered as a risk
free investments. Bonds are reasonable investment instruments because of
their risk-return structure. The same does not hold for CCE. Their holding
is rational for liquidity sufficiency of pension funds. However, the share of
CCE in portfolios of pension funds is less than 10% on average in last two
years of the sample. We suppose that such a low portion is enough to meet
liquidity needs. The other part of assets in CCE class was likely invested
in short term money market instruments, especially at the beginning of the
millennium. The excess investments in CCE should be a subject to the risk-
return optimal asset allocation issue.

Therefore, we convert the optimal portfolios to selected portfolios in the fol-
lowing way. For any actual portfolio, we fix the amount of bonds as a deter-
minant of the risk selected by the portfolio managers. From the remaining
portfolio share, we subtract 10% as a necessary liquidity security and sundry
assets. Holding more CCE in portfolios is not efficient as suggested by the
optimal portfolio construction in the previous section. For each portfolio
with fixed portion of bonds and CCE, we finally estimate the optimal alloca-
tion of remaining investments between shares and real estate.

Consequently, compared to actual portfolios, the optimal portfolios have the
same level of bonds, 10% of CCE and remaining share is optimally allocated
between the two other asset classes. Figure 3.8 shows the visualization of
differences between annual actual and optimal annual asset allocations from
2001 to 2011. In optimal portfolios, the excess of CCE investments and some
investments in shares are transformed to the real estate. The difference is
more significant at the beginning of the period when short term money in-
struments were used much more than in later years.

Since we would like to estimate the loss arising from the misallocation be-
tween asset classes in the market, we can just compare the average returns
of actual and optimal portfolios in each year. Moreover, we are interested
in comparing the modeled return of actual portfolio with the real return,
which Czech pension funds pay to accounts of their participants. The Asso-
ciation of Pension Funds of the Czech Republic reports the average annual
historical returns of existing pension funds. However, this measure is not
suitable enough to describe the market situation, because it can be seriously
biased for two reasons. First, recently existing pension funds accounted for
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Figure 3.8: Actual versus optimal asset allocation

only 70% of the market in 2001.15 Other pension funds, although they later
merged with current pension funds, might have had quite different returns.
Second, to be consistent with the structure of aggregated weights, which is
computed using the weighted average method, the same method should be
used to calculate equivalent aggregated returns.

We computed weighted average returns for each year in our sample period
and estimated the aggregated historical returns of the rest of the market by
extrapolating from historical returns of current pension funds. Finally, we
estimated the return of pension funds paid to accounts of their participants
in 2011 to be 85% of the total investment yield.16

Table 3.6 presents remarkable evidence about Czech market of pension funds.
Except 2011, the simple average return of current pension funds was higher
than the weighted average return in each year of the data sample. This im-
plies that small pension funds achieved higher returns than large pension
funds in general. It follows that the historical performance of pension funds

15Although ČSOB PF Progres was merged with ČSOB PF Stabilita in 2011, it is considered
as a current pension fund here and its included in 70% market share in 2001.

1685% is the legal minimum. The real values were not available when this research was
done.
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is overrated when the methodology of simple average return is used to de-
scribe the overall market performance.

Table 3.6: Weighted and simple average returns

weighted average return simple average return difference
current PFs market share market return return of weighted average return

return of current PFs current PFs - simple average return
2001 2.84% 69.86% 4.07% 4.12% -0.06%
2002 2.80% 76.33% 3.67% 3.76% -0.08%
2003 2.87% 90.13% 3.18% 3.23% -0.05%
2004 3.14% 93.14% 3.37% 3.55% -0.18%
2005 3.82% 98.49% 3.87% 3.95% -0.07%
2006 2.99% 99.28% 3.01% 3.04% -0.03%
2007 2.50% 99.91% 2.50% 2.89% -0.39%
2008 0.34% 100.00% 0.34% 0.98% -0.64%
2009 1.20% 100.00% 1.20% 1.48% -0.28%
2010 1.97% 100.00% 1.97% 1.99% -0.01%
2011 1.61% 100.00% 1.61% 1.41% 0.20%

Source: The Association of Pension Funds of the Czech Republic

To estimate costs arising from asset class misallocation, we use a simple re-
turn decomposition. The idea of decomposition is described by following
equalities.

returnoptimal = returnexpected + loss due to asset class misallocation (3.15)

returnexpected = returnactual + loss caused by remaining f actors (3.16)

Putting (3.15) and (3.16) together, it holds that the difference between the
optimal and actual return has two different components.

returnoptimal = returnactual + loss due to asset class misallocation

+loss caused by remaining f actors (3.17)

The optimal annual portfolio return is calculated as the average market re-
turn of the optimally structured portfolio and expected return is the average
market return of actual pension funds’ portfolio. We have sufficient data to
estimate both components of the overall loss on the annual basis.

returnoptimalt =
K

∑
i=1

ω∗itr
∗
it (3.18)

returnexpectedt =
K

∑
i=1

ωitr∗it (3.19)
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where K is number of asset classes in the portfolio, ω∗it and ωit are optimal
and actual weights of asset class i in year t and r∗it is the average annual
return of asset class i in year t.

The loss due to asset class misallocation is a pure difference between average
market returns of optimal and actual portfolios and hence it is the estimate
of the inefficiency of actual portfolio structure. The loss caused by remaining
f actors is the difference between expected and actual return of the actual
portfolio. This difference arises from different reasons such as specific secu-
rity selection, management and administrative costs or taxes. Loss due to asset
class misallocation is positive on average, which comes from the nature of
optimal portfolio construction. Loss caused by remaining f actors is expected
to be mostly positive. It can be negative in case when yields of specific se-
curity selection are high enough to cover all transaction costs. Both defined
losses are expected to be positive at least on average. In such case, it holds
that at least on average

returnoptimal > returnexpected > returnactual (3.20)

3.5.2 Results

Our results correspond with the expectation. The inequality (3.20) holds
on average. However, if we focus on particular years, the inequality is not
clearly observable. Optimal, expected and actual returns in each year are
plotted in Figure 3.9. Optimal return is higher than actual return in each
year. The expected return is extremely volatile. It reaches higher values than
optimal return in five out of eleven years and falls much below actual return
in 2008 when the impact of financial crisis was the strongest in the Czech
market.

Standard deviations of optimal, expected and actual annual returns are 1.46%,
2.31% and 1.15%. The relative stability of optimal portfolios’ returns com-
pared to expected returns in actual portfolios is given by the construction of
optimal portfolio. Real estate and shares are structured in a way to achieve
the highest stability of returns. Higher volatility of expected outcomes is a
natural effect of inefficient allocation of risky assets. Expected returns are
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more volatile than optimal returns despite the fact that the excess of invest-
ments in CCE was spread out mostly in real estate asset class, which has a
higher volatile returns.

Figure 3.9: Optimal, expected and actual returns

The lowest volatility is observable in actual returns. This evidence is highly
expectable. We have already found that changes in asset structure are mainly
the consequences of portfolio managers’ activity. It is plausible that they
adjust the portfolio to actual market fluctuations and therefore their activ-
ities contribute to the stability of returns compared to passively managed
portfolio, which would achieve results similar to expected returns. Other
sources of stability of the actual returns compared to the expected returns
are taxes and management costs, which are higher in years when pension
funds achieve higher returns. These factors lower volatility of actual returns.
The correlation coefficient between the loss caused by remaining f actors and
expected return is equal to 0.88.

For the completeness of results, table 3.7 reports the decomposition of the
total loss in two elements in order to detect the precise differences between
optimal, expected and actual returns. As mentioned earlier, optimal returns
were higher than actual returns in every year of the sample period despite
the fact that both components varied and each of them reaches a negative
value in certain years.

The average total annual loss is estimated to 1.17% by our model. The loss
caused by asset class misallocation is almost as significant as a loss caused
by all remaining factors. The annual return of Czech private pension funds
is estimated to 0.52%. Between years 2001 and 2011, the average annual
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Table 3.7: Weighted and simple average returns

total loss due to asset loss caused by
loss class misallocation remaining factors

2001 2,60% 3,66% -1,05%
2002 0,59% 0,44% 0,15%
2003 1,18% -0,88% 2,06%
2004 0,42% -1,71% 2,13%
2005 0,07% -1,31% 1,39%
2006 1,08% 0,43% 0,65%
2007 3,20% 0,62% 2,59%
2008 2,57% 5,69% -3,11%
2009 0,65% -1,58% 2,23%
2010 0,39% -0,28% 0,67%
2011 0,09% 0,67% -0,59%
average 1,17% 0,52% 0,65%

true return equals 2.62% hence the loss of 0.52% by inefficient misallocation
among asset classes seems to be quite significant.

3.6 Limitations of the model

As in each economic model, the validity of outcomes can be affected by lim-
itations arising from the specific model construction. Indexes of shares and
real estate and averaged returns of bonds and CCE used to approximate
market returns of asset classes represent averages of large amount of se-
curities and they do not include securities form foreign markets. Specific
security selections of particular pension funds can seriously affect the per-
formance of these pension funds. However, the model should fit to the de-
scription of the aggregated portfolio of Czech pension funds since it includes
wide range of investment instruments and the overall share of foreign in-
vestments in aggregated portfolio was only 8,4% on average between 2001
and 2011.

Estimation of the average returns of real estate is the most challenging issue
of each analysis dealing with market returns’ modeling. We use real estate
index computed on the basis of changes in prices of large number of mostly
small-sized properties. Pension funds apparently choose different structure
for their real estate investments. They can diversify their real estate invest-
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ment well by investments in Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) or they
invest directly in a real estate.

The real estate in portfolio should be considered as a long term investment
and as such the transaction costs associated with market monitoring and
purchasing could be very low with respect to the period of the investment.
Disadvantageous aspects of real estate investments can be minimized by
considering long term investment horizon. Although returns of both direct
and indirect investments of pension funds can differ from returns of RE in-
dex, it is plausible that real returns of real estate in long term horizon should
be highly correlated with returns computed from RE index.

The more detailed the investigation is the more serious are its weaknesses.
We try to analyze whether different pension funds follow different portfolio
strategies. Fixed effect model introduced is based on description of portfo-
lio structure changes. Investigation of the loss decomposition of particular
pension funds would suffer much more for limitations of the model, because
each pension fund may follow very different security selection, foreign in-
vestments may be really important and consecutively the indexes used for
evaluation would be worse measures of asset class returns. The comparison
of results of loss decomposition for different pension funds would be there-
fore seriously biased. For all these reasons, we did not provide the evidence
of particular pension funds’ loss decomposition.

It is worth to mention that in case of the asset allocation equal to the opti-
mal one, the estimated loss of asset misallocation in the model is not fully
achievable. The return achieved would be higher, but higher returns are
usually associated with disproportional increase of other costs as described
in the model. Nevertheless, it does not mean that the loss caused by asset
class misallocation is not correctly estimated.

Last but not least, data used for the model contain performance of Czech
market for eleven years only. Investment horizon of pension funds is longer
than this period. As in all post-communistic countries in the Eastern Europe,
Czech market does not provide historical data for longer period and the ac-
tual period of operation of private pension funds is still shorter than their
investment horizon.
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3.7 Specifics in the Czech real estate market

We mentioned already that pension funds can invest in real estate directly
and indirectly. Both choices have some limitations, which are given by some
particular specifics of the Czech market. The market size is quite small and
therefore local investors suffer from lack of relevant market informations.
Huge development project can be realized in only few biggest Czech cities.
There are not many market surveys or market statistics which could be used
for rational investing decisions.

In case of direct investment, the question of transaction costs appears to be
apparently very important. Owning of real estate is associated with huge
illiquidity, which is probably serious reason of unpopularity of such invest-
ments. On the other hand, pension funds are investors with extremely long
investment horizon and they can always solve the potential problem of liq-
uidity by quick selling of other asset classes.

In general, by indirect investments in real estate pension funds increase liq-
uidity and lower transaction costs of real estate investments. We have al-
ready mentioned that the most common indirect real estate investments in
western countries are realized by buying REITs. Different REITs have usu-
ally some specifics, for example they invest more in one particular area of
real estate or they are typically focused on investments in a particular re-
gion. They are managed according to special legal arrangement with the
aim of investing in property. Some REITs invest funds into loans and bonds,
which are secured by real estate. The price of REITs is determined on the
stock exchange. In other words, REIT can be characterized as a trading com-
pany which owned the property. The advantage is that the fund managers
have clearly defined volume of money for their funding. Price is of course
determined by supply and demand and does not necessarily reflect the true
value of real estate.

Czech legal environment does not allow operation of REITs. However Czech
investors interested in indirect real estate investments still have some oppor-
tunities. The most known Czech real estate fund REICO was found as an
open-ended and retail focused. Also as a reinvestment fund it’s all revenues
are invested in the fund. And since the shares cannot be traded on the stock
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exchange, the performance is driven by the price development in the real es-
tate market. The potential weakness of the fund is that it’s portfolio consists
of only a few large buildings in big cities, mostly rented as an office space.
The potential skepticism flows from insufficient diversity of such a portfolio
investments. That might be a reason why the investment in the real estate
might not have been such a straightforward option for Czech pension funds.



Chapter 4

Discussion on the sources of low

returns

We estimated that for the chosen level of risk the loss of annual return arising
from asset class misallocation in aggregated portfolio was equal to approx-
imately 0.5% in the last eleven years. We have also shown that the chosen
level of risk determined by the share of risky assets in portfolios of pension
funds is quite low in the Czech Republic. Nevertheless, the gap between
the higher returns in most other countries and the low returns in the Czech
Republic cannot be explained by the 0.5% inefficiency in asset misallocation.
To achieve the level of returns common in other countries, the share of risky
assets in portfolios must be substantially increased. In this section, we pro-
vide the evidence that the low returns of the Czech private pension funds
are caused by extreme conservatism of portfolio management, and we also
investigate the possible impact of institutional factors on the current situa-
tion.

4.1 The evidence of low returns in the Czech Re-

public

In the OECD database and working papers, there is some cross-country evi-
dence supporting the assertion of low returns of Czech private pension sys-
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tem. Tapia (2008) compared aggregate investment returns of private pension
funds in 23 countries from Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America and
selected OECD countries. Pension funds in the Czech Republic had very low
returns on average with the lowest standard deviation among all countries
in the sample between years 2000 and 2005 as reported in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Annual average return and standard deviation (2000-
2005)

Source: Tapia 2008

The comparison is done on pre-crisis data. At that time, Czech private pen-
sion funds were obviously very conservative. Since then, the portion of risky
assets in their portfolios even decreased. The worldwide evidence of private
pension funds’ performance covering the period of financial crisis in 2008 is
not available. Hlaváč (2011) used the data from 2000 to 2010 and by using the
Sharpe ratio he showed poor results of Czech pension funds in comparison
with other countries from Central and Eastern Europe. Worldwide evidence
of the recent performance is provided by OECD. In OECD report from 2011
(Pension Markets in Focus, OECD 2011), the comparison of private pension
funds’ net returns is done. Findings of the report are visualized in Figure 4.2.
Countries in the figure are sorted by two-year average net rate of investment
return.

Czech Republic and Iceland are the only countries in the sample where in-
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flation in both years was higher than returns of pension funds. In Iceland,
low net returns can be explained by extremely high inflation. The increase
in consumer prices by 12.0% in 2009 was the highest among all OECD mem-
ber countries. In 2010, the 5.4% inflation in Iceland was exceeded only by
the inflation in Turkey. The inflation rate in the Czech Republic was 1.0%
and 1.5% in 2009 and 2010 respectively, and therefore, is probably not high
enough to explain the poor result of the pension funds’ performance.17

Figure 4.2: Pension funds’ real net rate of investment returns in se-
lected OECD countries

Source: Pension Markets in Focus, OECD 2011

Although the complete information on the returns of Czech pension funds
for the year 2011 have not been reported until now, the returns of most pen-
sion funds probably did not exceed 1.9% inflation rate.

17Source: OECD, Prices and Purchasing Power Parities (database)
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Conservatism of Czech pension funds seems to be quite strong considering
the world-wide evidence. First explanation provided by simple economic
theory would state that customers of pension funds in the Czech Repub-
lic demand conservative investments of their pension funds. However, it is
highly improbable that customers of pension funds are willing to put their
savings in pension funds which provide negative yields in years when pen-
sion funds in other countries in the world are able to achieve positive returns
as evident from Figure 4.2. We have a serious suspicion, that for some rea-
sons, the market of Czech pension funds does not work properly.

Low returns of Czech private pension system are probably the outcome of
more complex factors, which collectively could be referred to as the insti-
tutional environment of the market. French (2001) argues that decisions of
portfolio managers are not driven by economic factors only and he put em-
phasis on other market determinants such as market power or motivation
of portfolio managers. To understand the situation in the Czech market, we
must consider other factors often ignored by the classical economic theory.
Causes of market failure should be sought in the market size and in the mar-
ket regulation.

One of the measurable markets characteristics, which can be used as a signal
of the market efficiency, is the level of fees charged by pension funds. OECD
report Pension Markets in Focus from 2011 disclosed the level of operating
costs in several OECD countries. Findings of the report are provided in Fig-
ure 4.3. Operating costs charged by private pension funds in 17 countries in
2010 are plotted there.18 The Czech Republic, with operating costs exceeding
1.4%, is the country with the highest pension fees among all countries from
the available data. The other two countries with high operating costs were
Spain and Hungary. Most countries in the sample were able to reduce their
operating costs below 1%. Brief look at the historical data available for more
countries in previous years reveals that operating expenses of most OECD
countries typically did not exceed 0.5% between 2001 and 2009.19

Analysts from OECD comment this evidence by the statement that “coun-

18Calculated operating costs include marketing the plan to potential participants, collect-
ing contributions, sending contributions to investment fund managers, keeping records of
accounts, sending reports to participants, investing the assets, converting account balances
to annuities, and paying annuities. (Pension market in focus, OECD 2011)

19Source: OECD, Pensions Indicators (database)
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Figure 4.3: Operating costs as a % of total assets in selected OECD
countries (2010)

Source: Pension Markets in Focus, OECD 2011

tries with defined-contribution systems and those with large numbers of
small funds appear to have higher operating costs than countries with only a
few funds offering defined-benefit, hybrid, or collective defined-contribution
pension arrangements.” (OECD, 2011). The positive correlation between
pension funds’ performance and their size was already shown earlier by
Ambachtsheer, Capelle, and Scheibelhut (1998). In their study, they also
demonstrated the positive correlation between the pension funds’ perfor-
mance and the proportion of the fund passively managed.

Characteristics of the private pension system in the Czech Republic corre-
spond highly with the description of unfavorable system attributes. There is
a defined-contribution pension system with relatively small pension funds.
These factors are probably important determinants of poor performance of
pension funds. Moreover, there is probably another important factor which
can play an important role in the insufficiency of pension funds’ perfor-
mance. Government of the Czech Republic implemented relatively strict
regulatory framework for private pension funds. Although the analysis of
market regulation and its consequent effect on the market performance is
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challenging, there is some evidence which could be beneficial for revealing
the possible significance of the regulation effect on the Czech pension funds’
working.

4.2 The power of regulation

Two distinct approaches to regulation of private pension funds can be de-
tected across countries. The first approach applies quantitative limits spec-
ifying restrictions in portfolio structure or boundary for risk-return perfor-
mance or both. The aim of such limits is the elimination of possible impru-
dent portfolio management of pension funds. Portfolio and performance
limits usually determine maximum allowed portfolio share invested in eq-
uity and real estate, prohibit particular investment instruments and set min-
imal return which must be guaranteed by pension funds’ to their partici-
pants. Conversely, the second principle employs only non-quantitative rules.
It focuses entirely on regulation of portfolio managers’ behavior to regu-
late principal-agent problem between funds’ participants and portfolio man-
agers without imposing any particular investment limits.

In research paper investigating differences in private pension systems in
OECD countries Tapia (2008) compared the regulation of pension funds in
23 countries. He found that most complex quantitative investment restric-
tions are employed in Latin American countries, where limits on portfolio
structure as well as limits defining minimum returns are strictly defined. In
the Central and Eastern European countries mainly investment allocation is
regulated. Contrary to the major evidence, investments of pension funds
in Anglo-Saxon countries are not restricted by any quantitative restrictions.
Tapia (2008) explains this contrast by differences in development of capital
markets. Capital markets in Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe
are relatively under-developed compared to the United Kingdom and the
United States. In Anglo-Saxon countries societies generally believe more in
the market principle and therefore use only soft regulation tools for its con-
trol.

The strong quantitative regulation is generally motivated by lack of trust in
capital markets. However, more market limitations put more responsibil-
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ity on legislation creators, i.e. national governments. While in Anglo-Saxon
countries managers are completely responsible for the pension fund’s per-
formance, in other countries the extent of the responsibility of pension funds’
managers is questionable.

Several studies done by supranational organizations provide the cross-country
evidence aimed at the effect of regulation on pension funds performance
to encourage discussion about suitability of quantitative regulation. Srini-
vas, Whitehouse and Yermo (2000) focused mainly on the private pension
systems in Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe that emerged in
Nineties.20 They state that regulation of pension funds imposed in coun-
tries in these regions seem to be more strict in terms of entry barriers and
performance constraints than in other OECD countries except the portfolio
limits, which are tighter in many countries than in Argentina, Chile, Colom-
bia, Peru and Poland. Authors analyzed the effect of a tight regulation on
pension funds’ performance and concluded that private pension funds in
countries with stringent regulation perform relatively worse. More regu-
lated pension funds are not motivated to increase efficiency and mainly, they
tend to follow the same investment strategies. People investing their savings
in pension funds then do not have significant portfolio choice.

Blome et al. (2007) analyzed the impact of regulation on inefficiency of
defined-benefits pension funds. In the example of differences among reg-
ulation in Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, United Kingdom and United
States they showed that investment restrictions increase costs of pension
funds through the limited choice of investment policy.

4.3 The effect of regulation in the Czech Republic

Regulation of private pension funds in the Czech Republic is formulated
in the State-Contributory Supplementary Pension Insurance Act.21 As the
name of the act suggests, the important attribute of the private pension sys-
tem is significant state contribution to participants’ benefits. The detailed

20The countries in the Central and Eastern Europe considered were Poland, Hungary and
the Czech Republic.

21Act No. 42/1994 Coll. and relevant amendments.
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structure of the contribution system is presented in the table 4.1. The amount
of state contributions clearly surpasses potential returns of pension funds in-
vestments when participants invest lower amount of money in their pension
funds. Participants contributing 100 CZK monthly gain 50% return only
because of government interventions. With a higher value of contribution
the relative share of state contribution decreases. At least 500 CZK monthly
must be deposited to get the highest possible state contribution, 150 CZK,
which represent a 30% investment yield.

Table 4.1: State contribution to pension savings (in CZK)

Participant’s State monthly
monthly contribution contribution
100 - 199 50 + 40% of the amount over 100
200 - 299 90 + 30% of the amount over 200
300 - 399 120 + 20% of the amount over 300
400 - 499 140 + 10% of the amount over 400
500 and more 150

Source: State-Contributory Supplementary Pension Insurance Act, Ministry of
Finance

A system of generous risk-free state benefits successfully motivates people
to invest in pension funds. However, to maximize their returns, participants
mostly invest only small amount of their earnings to gain maximum state
contributions. Since this is commonly the main point of participants’ sav-
ings in private pension funds, the importance of funds investment returns
significantly depreciates.

Data from OECD survey of investment regulation of pension funds (2011b)
provide brief cross-country comparison of main quantitative investment re-
strictions applied to control pension funds’ portfolio management. Among
OECD and selected non-OECD countries in the survey, the regulation em-
ployed in the Czech Republic appeared to be relatively strong before 2004,
when total shares of equity and real estate in the portfolio were limited by
25% and 10% respectively. Since 2004, the limit for the share of equity traded
on OECD markets in portfolios was extended to 70% and the limit on share
of bank deposit in the portfolio was eliminated. Remaining and relatively
strict restriction is the limit of 10% on real estate investments. Most coun-
tries have higher rate for real estate investments or even no such limit.
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However, quantitative portfolio limits are evidently not strong determinants
for the structure of Czech pension funds’ portfolios which consist of much
lower shares of equity and real estate than they are allowed to invest in.
Holding low-risk portfolios is more often motivated by another important
regulatory directive. Czech pension funds must guarantee positive annual
nominal returns. In case of loss-making performance in any calendar year,
the loss has to be covered by the reduction in the owner’s registered capital.
The value of registered capital in the pension fund for these purposes must
not fall below 50 mil. CZK.

The motivation for this rule is the protection of participants against unfa-
vorable losses. Regarding historical data, there is no doubt that in this way
the regulation works perfectly. Czech pension funds achieve low but sta-
ble positive nominal returns. Owners of pension funds are afraid of com-
pensation the adverse market movements and hence they invest heavily in
fixed-income financial instruments and construct very conservative invest-
ment portfolios. The problem of the regulation is the responsibility of the
fund owners for short term returns. Risky assets offer high returns in the
long term but their returns are naturally very volatile. Correctly constructed
risky portfolios even if they offer high returns in the long term could bring
negative returns in particular years.

The idea of protection of pension funds participants against returns’ volatil-
ity is not uncommon in the world. In the working paper describing pri-
vate pension systems and their regulation in OECD countries, Tapia (2008b)
demonstrated that minimum rate of return is regulated in Poland and in
many Latin American countries. However, the construction of the minimum
rate is sharply different from the one introduced in the Czech Republic. Ex-
cept Brazil, where 6% nominal rate of return must be guaranteed to ensure
that pension funds’ returns exceeds high inflation rate, the guaranteed min-
imum rate is volatile and adjustable to actual market situation. Minimal
returns are usually defined to be 2-4% lower than the 36 months average
return of all pension funds. Such construction of regulation in not too re-
strictive which allows a portion of pension funds to be invested in higher
risk assets. This increases the potential of higher returns in the long run and
simultaneously provides reasonable security to participants against huge
losses. To avoid the lack of diversity in portfolios in the market, another
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rule is introduced in some of these countries: Pension funds must offer two
or more funds with different risk-return profiles to provide the suitable port-
folio choice strategies for their participants.

One of the recent hot topics in the Czech Republic is the reform of pension
system by implementing mandatory second pillar of the pension system.
The impact of reform on pension fund management is disputable. Pension
funds will have the opportunity to increase their power in the market by at-
tracting new customers through offering unique portfolio strategy. On the
other hand, more convergence than divergence was observed among pen-
sion strategies in the previous period and the continuation of the current
trend seems to be highly probable. Mandatory participation in private pen-
sion system will cause some increase in number of participants for each pen-
sion fund.

Maintaining the status quo is the expectable future scenario for pension
funds participating in the current scheme unless the regulation of pension
funds’ performance changes in the Czech Republic.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

System of voluntary savings in private pension funds in the Czech Repub-
lic was introduced in 1994 as in other countries from the Central-Eastern-
European region to offer additional investment opportunities to small in-
vestors. The Czech private pension system, however, differs from most sys-
tems in other OECD countries. The evidence provided in the thesis clearly
demonstrates that structure of portfolios of Czech pension funds is very con-
servative and also that underinvestment of real estate is extraordinary.

We showed that the conservatism in portfolio management even strength-
ened between 2000 and 2011 by shifting to bonds from other asset classes
and that these shifts were driven almost exclusively by activity of portfolio
managers. Cash flow redirection accounts for portfolio changes much more
than differences in returns of particular asset classes. The only asset class
with positive mean quarterly cash inflow was bonds. The portion of shares
and real estate, although their returns were higher than the weighted aver-
age return of the portfolio, decreased. By highlighting the risk-return profile
of CCE we pointed at the fact, that this asset class is not an attractive invest-
ment instrument and it should be included in the portfolio only to satisfy
liquidity needs. Its significant share in the beginning of the period had been
decreasing from 29% in 2000 to 8% in 2011.

The share of bonds in the aggregated portfolio increased from 58% in 2000
to 87% in 2011. None out of the 9 pension funds operating in the Czech
market in 2011 resisted the market trend of massive investments in bonds.
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We investigated individually the development of all these pension funds and
concluded that any of them does not follow investment strategy significantly
different from others.

Although the construction of the efficient frontier in the Czech market re-
veals that the efficient low-risk portfolios are mainly composed of bonds
and real estate, only four pension funds include real estate in their portfo-
lios. Shares achieved, on average, quarterly returns of approximately 1.5%
with standard deviation of 12.63% while real estate gained 1.4% return with
the standard deviation of only 2.24%. Still, Czech pension funds prefer in-
vestments in shares instead of investing in real estate. This puzzle could be
hardly explained by usual unfavorable features of real estate investments
such as low liquidity or high transaction costs since pension funds are in-
vestors with very long investment horizon.

We also estimated the loss arising from the asset class misallocation. We
approximated the risk aversion of pension funds by fixing the amount in-
vested in bonds, added 10% of cash and ran the optimization of the remain-
ing part of the portfolio. Comparison of the optimal portfolio with the port-
folio of pension funds highlighted the underinvestment of real estate in pen-
sion funds’ portfolios. We calculated the cost of this inefficiency to be equal
approximately 0.52% of annual returns in last eleven years on average.

The comparison of actual returns with returns which would be achieved by
the pure passive management of the portfolio showed that the activity of
portfolio management contributed to greater stability of returns. The higher
was the expected return of the portfolio the higher were costs associated
with particular security selection, management costs and taxes. The loss
caused by all these factors was on average 0.65% of annual returns, which is
slightly higher than the loss due to asset class misallocation.

However, the gap between the returns achieved by pension funds in the
Czech Republic and in other OECD countries is too big to be fully explained
by asset class misallocation or particular security selection. We argue that the
share of risky assets, especially real estate, must be increased significantly to
achieve the level of returns common in other OECD countries. We found
the most probable source of pension funds’ conservatism in the regulation
of pension funds employed in the Czech Republic.
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Pension funds must achieve positive nominal returns in every calendar year
regardless of the current market situation conditions, regardless of the trend
in returns they make in the long run. The regulation also does not dictate
pension funds to offer more different investment strategies to their partic-
ipants. Hence, pension funds are not motivated to change or modify the
current portfolio strategy based on investing in bonds, which provides sta-
ble and slightly positive nominal returns. Shifting towards risky assets from
bonds seems to be just superfluous for portfolio managers. Therefore, unlike
in other OECD countries, portfolio strategy of Czech pension funds does not
offer interesting returns and their participants invest their savings there pri-
marily to gain money from the generous system of state contributions.

Soon, the current pension system will have to be somehow reformed because
of the demographic change in the society. One of the discussed solutions is
to make investments in private pension funds mandatory. Consequently the
number of participants in the private pension funds would increase. We ar-
gue that such reform of the pension system would not reduce the inefficiency
in investments of private pension funds unless it changes substantially the
current market regulation.
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